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T

he Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
NUG (which was established in
2021 April in accordance with
the federal charter) has been
able to extend the primary functioning of
the committee for international relations of
CRPH to more versatile relations with foreign
governments and Myanmar peoples the globe
based on the various expert opinions and the
advice of technical know-how.
NUG has persistently stood on the ground of
active and independent international relations
policy and urged the international community
to not recognize the unlawful seizure of power
by use of violence in Myanmar and to not give
any recognition to the coup leaders.

The NUG has also been working on bringing
atrocities and human rights abuses across the
country, Indiscriminate attacks on civilians,
and war crimes committed by the regime
to the international spotlight to hold the
perpetrator’s account.
Furthermore, we continue our coordinated
activities with other respected ministries for
raising sufficient and sustainable funds which
is significant in keeping our efforts viable and
alive. Other engagements with international
organizations have also been developed to
settle the ongoing humanitarian crisis of
internally displaced peoples and refugees.
Last year saw overwhelmingly support and
enthusiasm from Burmese people all over the
world and the incredible resilience of the local
Burmese people in opposing to the military
regime was recorded in the history as the
symbol of consolidated unity of the Burmese
people inside and outside of the country and
purely national pride of the country. So, we
unwaveringly believe that this year 2022 shall
be victorious due to this and we, MOFA are
also so much revitalized.
Our ministry here makes a pledge to the
people that with all our hearts and minds, we
shall continue to be the voice of the people on
the international stage.
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OUR MINISTRY
HERE MAKES A
PLEDGE TO THE PEOPLE
THAT WITH ALL OUR
HEARTS AND MINDS, WE
SHALL CONTINUE TO BE
THE VOICE OF THE
PEOPLE ON THE
INTERNATIONAL STAGE.

- H.E. Zin Mar Aung,
Union Minister for Foreign Affairs, NUG
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ANNUAL REMARKS
by H.E. MOE ZAW OO,
Deputy Union Minister for Foreign
Affairs, National Unity Government

A

llow me to express my deepest respect
to the people of Myanmar for their
perseverance and valiant determination.
The path to victory is no longer far from
achieved due to the collective strength
demonstrated by the people, all the ethnic
groups, all the generations, and people
from all walks of life. However, it is not yet
finished. We will need to strive more. We
need continuous support and cooperation.
Thank you all.

ANNUAL REMARKS
by H.E. KYAW MOE TUN,
Ambassador and Permanent
Representative of Myanmar to the UN

R

estoration of democracy matters rest
of the region and the world. Support
of the international community plays an
important role. However, strength is within.
Unity within the country is vital. We, together,
with our unity and with our strength, can
definitely end the military dictatorship and
restore democracy in Myanmar.
Democracy and justice prevail.
We will win.
အရေး�းတော်�်�ပုံံ� အော�ာင််ရမည်။်

Summary of the NUG MoFA Statement on Myanmar Military
Junta Agent Wunna Maung Lwin’s Visit to China (4 April 2022)

T

he National Unity Government (NUG) of Myanmar condemns in the strongest possible
terms the use of the Ministry title of Foreign Affairs by Military agent Wunna Maung Lwin.

The NUG further observes that any such invitations to Wunna Maung Lwin or other agents of
the illegitimate military council to represent Myanmar in any capacity are seen by the Myanmar
people as deeply disrespectful and offensive.
While the National Unity Government (NUG) welcomes His Excellency Wang Yis announcement
of Chinas intention to advance people to people bonds and exchanges, the NUG sees clearly
that there is no way for the Myanmar people to participate in any such cooperation when they
are suffering under the militarys ongoing reign of terror being perpetrated across the country.

ANNUAL REMARKS
by H.E. BO HLA TINT,
Ambassador to ASEAN
The National Unity Government

N

UG is the kind of government
that was breed by the revolution
through all sorts of combinations such
as Gen Z protests, the Civil Disobedient
Movement, and the participation of
all marginalized ethnic and religious
peoples across Myanmar.
It is evident that NUG was capable
of achieving some considerable
improvement in matters such as
penetrating into the UN and the
international family to get effective
international assistance, imposing
comprehensive sanctions on the
military,
establishing
internal
unity comprising all ethnicity, and
institutionalization of formal People
Defense Forces.
Despite this, there is still military
dictatorship on the one hand and of
course some dissatisfaction from our
own fellow citizens. I strongly suggest
that NUG should make a more practical
and clear-guided policy agenda in light
of the global and regional political
settings in its second year for the sake
of annihilating the evil militant rulers.

Adhering to the friendly neighborliness and importance of people-to-people relation, the
NUG wishes to stress that it is imperative to respect to desire of the people of Myanmar and
listen to the voices of the people of Myanmar. The NUG stands ready to work with the Chinese
government towards repairing this damage and building a new type of “pauk-phaw” relations
in the future.
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DR. TUN AUNG SHWE
NUG Representative to the Commonwealth of Australia

2

022 is the critical moment of the Spring revolution.
We have to make our effort double this year under the
leadership of the National Unity Government. Otherwise,
the ongoing revolution would undergo the same destiny
as the previous failed revolutions.

MR. LINN THANT
NUG Representative to the Czech Republic

NAN SU MON AUNG
NUG Representative to the French Republic

T

o end all kinds of violence, injustice, and discrimination
in Myanmar, we must eradicate the junta dictatorship.
The determination of Burmese civilians is strong and clear.
We will never rest until we achieve our goal, “ Spring
Revolution” victory.

We are diverse, but we are united. Hence, we will be there.
We merely need to stick together more than ever and keep fighting.
To Federal Democracy! To Freedom! To Victory!
We shall prevail!

SAW BA HLA THEIN
NUG Representative to Japan

E

veryone knows that all of the generals of Myanmar at
different times have dishonestly ruled and exploited
Myanmar. Our voices do not go unheeded. The international
community hears our demand for a system that is appropriate
for our country. Be mindful of our enemy military’s tricks
and Let’s join NUG which is working on the principles of the
federal democracy to build a new county of our dream.

L

iberty, Equality, and Justice: It has been a
year that National Unity Government has
emerged with these three universal principles
on minds backed up by the federal charter
which was authorized by unprecedented
unity of all kinds of stakeholders and CRPH
(Committee Representing People House).
It has also marked one year anniversary that I
performed my duty as representative of NUG
to the Czech Republic. During this moment,
some successful milestones were made on
the diplomatic front. These all happen due to
the sacrifice and continuous struggle of the
people including CDMers, PDFs, and EAOs.
In order to deliver a successful revolution,
each individual shall have to use all the
best abilities available in accordance with
the guidance set by the NUG. Here I make
an oath that we are working our best for
more streamlined and effective initiatives to
achieve our revolution goals for those who
lost their lives, detainees, CDMers, and all our
brothers, sisters, uncles, and our relatives.

OUR FOREIGN POLICY

A

dhering to the independent, active and non-aligned foreign policy, the Union aims to establish
friendly relations with nations that support the complete abolishment of dictatorship, restoring
full-fledged democracy and establishment of federal democratic union in Myanmar in accordance
with the international laws and international human rights standards. Recognizing the geopolitics of
Myanmar, the Union aims to establish close cooperation with neighbouring countries, ASEAN member
states, and nations that support Myanmar’s struggle for democracy and development.
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MR. YAN NAING HTUN

MR. MAUNG MAUNG MYINT

NUG Representative to the
Republic of Korea

NUG Representative to the
Kingdom of Norway

T

T

oday marks a very important
time for the future of our mother
country Burma therefore, we are to
make our effort twice than before.
As the saying goes “A good Beginning
is half done”: I unconditionally believe that the Burmese Spring
revolution that has started with full support and symbolizes national
solidarity shall make its own way to success. Our objectives can only
be achieved through the full cooperation among all of us whether
we are EAOs, revolutionary forces, NUG and, the ordinary people of
Myanmar. In summary, I would like to express my heartful appreciation
to all the people of Myanmar who are fighting against the repressive
military regime. I would conclude by saying this we shall need all the
possible continuous cooperation and support until we achieve federal
democracy in Myanmar.

he National Unity Government
(NUG) of Myanmar, since its
inception one year ago, has been
fulfilling its obligations to build a
peaceful federal union desired by the

people of Myanmar.
Despite all challenges put up by the brutal military dictatorship, the
NUG has made significant progress in politics, diplomacy, and defense.
While the illegal military council is bringing down the whole nation
to become a failed state, the NUG and its democratic allies are doing
everything in their capacity to ensure that the dictatorship is defeated,
and the nation is saved.
On this auspicious anniversary day, we pledge ourselves to materialize
the dreams of our citizens who have sacrificed their lives and well-being
in the name of freedom, justice, and democracy.

MR. MAUNG MAUNG AUNG

DR. THET KO KO

NUG Representative to the
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland

NUG Representative to the
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland

I

I

t is true that our revolution is making
progress but is yet to go forward. We
need to make more efforts, especially
from the people in leadership positions.
“The army of Min Aung Hlaing is now standing at the lowest disgraceful
status in Myanmar history without international recognition and thus
excluded out of the room.
We can make it happen.
Let’s make an extra effort to end this struggle sooner.

believe that freedom and individual
rights are sacrosanct, not to be
discarded or disregarded by the whim
of a totalitarian ruler.
The people of Burma are ready to realise our dreams of a free, fair,
inclusive society in the form of a federal democratic union.
Eight hundred years ago, the Magna Carta proclaimed that we will not
deny or defer to any man either Justice or Right. I am determined to
bring this aspiration to fruition in modern Myanmar.

Press Statement by Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
the National Unity Government of Union of Myanmar

B

ased on the active and independent foreign policy, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has performed to get no legitimacy
from the international community to the junta military, to get the recognition of the NUG and Myanmar people’s
Spring Revolution and the support of the international community. Implementing so, the ministry has been promoting its
performance, to the neighboring countries, regional countries, Asia, Europe, America, and the international community, to
understand deeply on Myanmar’s crisis by discussing the representatives from respective countries, diplomats, or by sending
the letter directly or expressing press statements and now the ministry is trying to implement the in-person visits.
Representatives of Myanmar to the Czech Republic, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Kingdom of
Norway, the French Republic, the Commonwealth of Australia, the Republic of Korea, and Japan are appointed by the NUG to
enhance the bilateral relationship between countries and the NUG’s budget finding projects are cooperating with respective
countries. To communicate with the ASEAN countries which have no office, the appointed non-residential representative or
the ministry directly has been communicating with those countries.
The ministry has been trying to open an office in the United State of America.
To achieve justice, the ministry has been coordinating with the International Court of Justice, the International Criminal Court,
and the states invoking the Universal Jurisdiction to take action against the junta’s inhumanities in all possible ways.
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BALANCING THE CHALLENGES,
WORKING TOWARDS THE SOLUTION
by DR. TUN AUNG SHWE

peace, stability, and prosperity
can only be achieved by the
elected civilian Governments.

16 April 2022 marks the one-year

anniversary of the National Unity
Government (NUG) of Myanmar and
its Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In the
international context of the NUG’s
diplomatic war, led by the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, there were some
geopolitical shifts in contemporary IndoPacific region in 2021, many of which are
significant, and it affects Myanmar which
is located at the heart of the strategic
location of the Indo-Pacific region.
One of the most influential movements in
the Indo-Pacific region in 2021 is the new
US Indo-Pacific strategy. To strengthen
this strategy, the United States, Japan,
Australia, and India’s Quadrilateral
Security Dialogue (QUAD) has woken up
in 2021 after a 12-year hiatus. For the
first time in 14 years since its inception,
the QUAD Leaders’ Summit was held in
March 2021. In addition, the trilateral
security pact (AUKUS) of Australia, UK and
the US emerged on 15 September 2021
to further balance the military power

in the Indo-Pacific region. The United
States National Defence Authorization
Act (NDAA) has significantly increased
US commitments to Myanmar, and the
US’s House of Representatives recently
approved the Myanmar Unified through
Rigorous Military Accountability Act of
2022 (MYANMAR Act of 2022).
On the other hand, in response to these
moves, China met the Myanmar military’s
foreign affairs minister on April 1, 2022.
This shows a signal to the world that
China would support the junta. Four days
before the meeting, during the Armed
Forces Day ceremony on March 27, 2022,
military leader Min Aung Hlaing said he
would not speak to NUG or CRPH. He
added in his speech that he would fight
to eradicate it. It can be considered as
a statement based on the open support
of the Chinese government. Based on
his speech, the call for an immediate
end to the violence; to hold constructive
discussions; ASEAN to mediate the
discussions; The three issues that were
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agreed upon by ASEAN leaders and
supported by the Western Governments
are now in uncertain state.
From China’s point of view, Myanmar is
its only outlet to the Indian Ocean and
the ocean is vital to China’s strategy
for energy security to sustain China’s
economic growth. In addition, the Rare
Earth, it is today’s strategic raw material
on the world and China is accounted for
60% of global production in 2021 and half
of its raw materials came from Myanmar.
Under the Chinese government’s foreign
policy, which is entirely based on national
interests, Myanmar is under constant
watch for the interests.
Observers say the sudden change in
the Chinese government’s stance on
Myanmar is a direct response to the
Indo-Pacific strategy of the US. On the
other hand, it can be considered that
the Chinese government has significantly
recruited the junta in the face of Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine today. There are also
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The year will come when the
balance between the interests of the
revolution and the interests of a future
democratic federal union will be
more pronounced.

speculations that the Myanmar junta
has more confidence in Russia than in
China and the relationship between
the Myanmar junta and the Russian
government is much broader than that
of the Chinese government. Observers
also say one of the Russia’s interests
in Myanmar is the Indian Ocean. This
could be considered as a sign that China
does not like Russia’s attitude towards
Myanmar.
As these international politics have
a significant impact on the internal
resistance to the revolution, the
diplomatic front of the NUG will be more
important this year than last year and
will need to be handled quietly and with
special care.
Moreover, Myanmar borders China’s
traditional rival India. Myanmar is again
at the heart of Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s Act East Policy, which
emphasizes defence cooperation. Today,
due to the effect of this policy, the Indian

government is paying close attention to
the Myanmar military junta.
The governments of India and China are
actually aware of the consequences of
political instability throughout the 60year history of the Myanmar military’s
involvement in politics since 1962. If
Myanmar can establish a true democratic
federal state and the country is peaceful
and stable, then the interests of China and
India on Myanmar will be at their best.
Myanmar will be an excellent ground
for a good implementation of India’s Act
East Policy. Myanmar can do its best to
help develop the North-eastern states of
India. Peace and prosperity in Myanmar
Stability will help China’s energy security
too. Hence, both the leaders of India
and China need to accept and believe
that peace, stability, and prosperity can
only be achieved by the elected civilian
governments.
Even though geopolitical movements
in the Indo-Pacific region have directly
or indirectly affected Myanmar, the
entire international community has put
ASEAN at the forefront of resolving the
Myanmar’s issue. Significant results have
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yet to come as the five-point consensus
of ASEAN leaders nears its one-year
term. The junta does not care about
ASEAN at all as everyone has seen the
neglect. Cambodian Prime Minister Hun
Sen, who is chairing ASEAN this year, said
he had raised the issue of Myanmar on
16 February 2022. However, he said it
would probably fall into the hands of his
successor as there is no prospect of the
resolution in near term. Meanwhile, the
NUG is keeping its door open to ASEAN.
2022 will be the biggest challenge to the
NUG’s foreign policy and implementation.
Amongst the differences of opinions
and interests on Myanmar by the
International community, in a sensitive
context, the interests of Myanmar and
its people are at stake. Therefore, this
year could be the year when balancing
between the interests of the revolution
and the interests of a future democratic
federal union will become more obvious
and noticeable.
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annual report to the public
Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
the National Unity Government of union of myanmar
Introduction

I

n the first half-yearly (six-month) project, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the National Unity Government (NUG) has
strived to make the Interim National Unity Government be officially recognized by the international community in
cooperation with international governments, international organizations including the United Nations, not to recognize the
junta by the international community, to implement effective sanctions and prosecutions in international courts and to sign
of international treaties that protect the State and its citizens under international law.
In implementing so, the Ministry has been continuously carrying out briefings on Myanmar’s situation such as the junta’s
acts of violence, humanitarian assistance needs, COVID-19 assistance requirements, and also asking for non-recognition of
the junta by the international community to the world’s top countries, ASEAN, other regional countries and organizations
in virtual meetings.

From 16th April 2021 to 20th October 2021

1

Updates on Myanmar and Legal Perspectives, addressing
international meetings and conferences, making letters sent to
the UN General Assembly and the Security Council as official
documents issued by the United Nations.

The Union Minister and Deputy Minister held 91
meetings with International diplomats and
Ministries of Foreign Affairs of other countries

The Union Minister and Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs
met with Foreign Ministers and Deputy Foreign Ministers of
other countries including the Foreign Minister of the Czech
Republic, the Foreign Minister of Sweden, the Deputy Secretary
of State of the United States, the Deputy Foreign Minister of
Spain, the Deputy Foreign Minister of Germany and also met
with government officials, members of parliaments, diplomats
from India, Indonesia, Singapore, Brunei Darussalam, Spain,
Great Britain, United States of America, Sweden, France, Czech
Republic, Germany, Japan, South Korea, Australia, New Zealand,
Switzerland, Ireland, Italy, Norway, and Canada.

2

3

Representatives of Myanmar to the Czech Republic, South Korea,
Australia, France, and the United Kingdom have been appointed.
The Ministry has been trying to appoint representatives to
Germany, Norway, and ASEAN countries.

4

Activities of Myanmar Permanent Representative to
the United Nations in New York H.E. Mr. Kyaw Moe Tun

Outcomes of international and diplomatic efforts

•
Adopting a resolution on Myanmar submitted by the EU
and its co-sponsors at the 83rd Plenary Session of the 75th UN
General Assembly
• Being elected as a member of the Executive Board of UNDP /
UNFPA / UNOPS for 2022-2024 at the meeting of the United
Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).
• Blocking junta representatives to attend the meetings
of the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC),
International Labor Organization (ILO), World Health
Organization (WHO), Food and Agriculture Organization

During the six-month term of the National Unity Government,
H.E. Mr. Kyaw Moe Tun and other 20 CDM diplomats have been
continuing to represent NUG / CRPH at the 76th UN General
Assembly and UN meetings. They have been carrying out
presenting to UN Secretary-General H.E. Mr. António Guterres
to make the UN and the international community aware of the
real situations in Myanmar timely, sending Weekly Information
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(FAO), International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and other UN
and international meetings and nominating as the National
Unity Government
Representing the National Unity Government in High-Level
Official Meetings during the 76th High-Level Week of the
UN General Assembly and addressing Committee Meetings

•

•

Approving the proposal to recognize and support the
National Unity Government (NUG) by the French Parliament
Voting on a resolution to support the National Unity
Government (NUG) and the Committee Representing
Pyidaungsu Hluttaw (CRPH) by the European Parliament
Not inviting the junta leader for the 38th and 39th ASEAN
Summits and Related Summits.

•

•

From 16th October 2021 to 15th April 2022

5

January 2022. At the conference, the Federal Democracy Charter
was discussed and the submission of reports and answering
questions by the Foreign Affairs Coordinating Committee of the
National Unity Consultative Council were carried out. Moreover,
the weekly department meetings, the government meetings, the

Implementing the Foreign Policy

Based on the independent and active foreign policy, the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of the National Unity Government has been
trying to build relationships with democratic allied countries
to eradicate dictatorship, to flourish democracy, and to build
the federal democratic union. Moreover, the ministry has
been endeavoring to cooperate closely with regional aligned
countries. At the same time, by paying attention to geopolitics,
the ministry has been attempting to build relationships with
neighboring countries and ASEAN countries prioritizing regional
peace, democracy, and development.

6

8

The ministry discussed with the Foreign Ministers of the Republic
of Czech, Canada, and Malaysia, the Deputy Foreign Minister
from the UK, Jake Sullivan, the American Political Advisor, Derek
Chollet, the Counselor of the US Department of State, and other
concerned persons, Ambassadors to Myanmar from the US,
Canada, Switzerland, Netherland, Luxembourg, Finland, Belgium,
Ireland, Dr. Noeleen Heyzer, the Special Envoy of the SecretaryGeneral on Myanmar, H.E. Igor Driesmans, the EU Special Envoy
to Myanmar, the representatives from international governments,
parliament committee chairmen of the Republic of Czech and
Australia, the national and international members of parliament
and the representatives from UN agencies. Furthermore, the
Ethnic Armed Organizations and their leaders, Revolution Groups,
Myanmar citizens abroad, CDMers, and the INGOs were also
included. The ministry accomplished meetings with Myanmar
citizens abroad, the international organizations and discussed
Myanmar’s crisis at the international policy forums.

Priorities in later half of the reporting period

During the second half-yearly project of the ministry, the ministry
has thrived to recognize the interim national unity government
as the legitimate government, to have the authority to appoint
the diplomats/ambassadors, to open the representatives’ offices,
to appoint more representatives, to represent as the concerned
government at the Gambia-Myanmar case at the International
Court of Justice.
Furthermore, the ministry has performed writing letters of appeal
to the concerned government (or) organizations for Myanmar
citizens abroad who have difficulties extending their passports,
discussing with neighboring countries to get the Cross Border
Assistance for internally displaced persons at the border areas.

7

9

The Federal Democracy Charter

Activities of Our Ambassadors and Representatives

The Permanent Representative of Myanmar to the United
Nations, H.E. Mr. Kyaw Moe Tun has carried out attending UN
meetings and 76th UN General Assembly meetings as NUG/CRPH
representative, talking policy speeches, discussing with High
Commissioners, discussing with reports submitters, and talking
speech at the virtual meetings, discussing with Myanmar human

For domestic political attempts, the ministry has performed
discussions with Ethnic Armed Organizations to sign the contract
and discuss Federal Democracy Charter at the conference. As
the result, the People Conference was held on 26th and 27th
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January 2022, the Australian government’s foreign affairs
department held regular meetings with the CRPH/NUG Support
Group (Australia) and asked for pieces of advice for the Myanmar
people. Due to the approach by both means of diplomacy and
people-cantered, the work of NUG’s representative to Australia
became more effective in 2022.

rights special report submitter, talking speech at the Human Right
Council report meeting, talking speech at the G-20 meeting of
“Averting Catastrophe in Myanmar: COVID 19, Economic Collapse
and an Effective International Response” virtual Side Event, writing
letters to the United Nations and the international community
about the update news on Myanmar to issue them as the United
Nation and the Security Council’s official documents.

The NUG’s representative to the Republic of Korea has performed
sharing information to encourage the Korean government to
recognize NUG by meeting with parties’ leaders, members of
parliament, state ministers, mayors, and Korean civil society
organizations.

In addition, the ministry completed performing as Asia Pacific
Group Chairperson for Myanmar in February 2022, submitting
a nuclear disarmament resolution, submitting human rights
resolutions which have conformity to the NUG’s policies. The
ministry performed writing letters to the ICJ/ICJ Secretary offices
to carry out the jurisdiction on Myanmar, submitting NUG’s
representatives to UN and international meetings, and blocking
the junta’s representatives not to attend these meetings.

Moreover, the ministry formed NUG bonds agencies and has
been performing fundraising online/on-ground activities. For the
time being, about 900,000 dollars bonds were sold. And during
the second half-yearly period, as the humanitarian support, 160
million MMK and 907 boxes of clothes (7,740 kilos) were donated
to the IDPs at Tanintharyi, Bago, Kayin, Sagaing, Magway, Kachin,
Chin, Shan/Karenni, and Yangon. The ministry has been prioritizing
Myanmar workers in Korea and formed the Myanmar labors
committee in Korea and appointed a labor representative. The
ministry has been trying to form a democratic group by creating
a closer relationship with Ethnic organizations like Kachin, Chin,
Kayin, and so on.

Moreover, the Czech representative of the National Unity
Government has performed sharing information and forced to
impose sanctions on the junta by cooperating with the Republic
of Czech, members of Parliaments, Nordish governments, Nordish
members of Parliaments.
Due to the support of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech
Republic, the ministry was able to create a bank account with the
name of Asociace NUG z.s at Fio Banka. After getting the money
from NUG bonds, the bank accounts were temporarily frozen
according to the money laundering law. Because of the help of the
concerned persons from the Czech government and the officials
from the Czech parliament, now the NUG’s bank accounts are
operating regularly.

The NUG’s representatives to the UK had participated in strikes
against the failed coup in front of Parliament in the London
downtown area, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Prime Minister office,
and Myanmar Embassy with 1000 people from different societies.
Moreover, Myanmar citizens in London have formed unity and
have been performing fundraising activities and campaigns. For
the updated information, the NUG’s representative office in the
UK has sold NUG bonds up to 1 million sterling pounds.

According to Australia’s stance on Myanmar, it is needed to
approach by the people in addition to the diplomacy to reflect
on the current situation in Myanmar. As a result, starting from

OUR MESSAGE TO CHINA HAS BEEN CLEAR: DEMOCRACY IN MYANMAR
IS NOT A THREAT TO CHINA. IT’S A BENEFIT TO CHINA. DEMOCRACY WILL MEAN WE
ARE STABLE. AND ABLE TO OFFER SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT.

- H.E. Zin Mar Aung,
Union Minister for Foreign Affairs, NUG
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Activities of Ministary of Foreign Affairs
National Unity Government of Union of Myanmar

Together with the NUG Representatives to the UK Mr. Maung Maung Aung and
Dr. Thet Ko Ko, NUG Union Minister for Foreign Affairs H.E. Zin Mar Aung met
with H.E. Amanda Milling, Minister of State (Minister for Asia and the Middle
East) on 7 March 2022.

The National Unity Government’s Acting President H.E. Duwa Lashi La, Prime
Minister H.E. Mhan Win Khaing Than and Minister for Foreign Affairs H.E. Zin
Mar Aung met with the US State Department Advisor Mr. Derek Chollet and
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for East Asia and the Pacific Mr. Kin Moy on
27 January 2022.

The NUG Union Minister for Foreign Affairs H.E. Zin Mar Aung and Deputy Minister
for Foreign Affairs H.E. Moe Zaw Oo met with Prof. Jung Hae-Gu, Chairperson of
the National Research Council for Economics, Humanities and Social Sciences, the
Repulic of Korea, on 23 January 2022.

The NUG Union Minister for Foreign Affairs H.E. Zin Mar Aung met with Dr.
Noeleen Heyzer, the UN Secretary General’s Special Envoy on Myanmar, on 7
February 2022.

The NUG Union Minister for Human Rights H.E. Aung Myo Min, Deputy Union
Minister for Foreign Affairs H.E. Moe Zaw Oo and Myanmar Ambassador and Permanent Representative to the UN H.E. Kyaw Moe Tun met with H.E. Linda Thomas-Greenfield, the US Ambassador to the UN on 15 April 2022.

C o n t a c t u s : m o f a @ n u g m y a n m a r. o r g

The NUG Union Minister for Human Rights H.E. Aung Myo Min and Deputy Union
Minister for Foreign Affairs H.E. Moe Zaw Oo met with Mr. Derek Chollet, Counsel-
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Activities of Ministary of Foreign Affairs National Unity Government of Union of Myanmar

H.E Kyaw Moe Tun at 11th Emergency Special Session of the UN General
Assembly on the Situation in Ukraine

H.E. Kyaw Moe Tun, Ambassador and Permanent Representative of the Republic
of the Union of Myanmar to the United Nations at the 11th Emergency Special
Session of the United Nations General Assembly on 7 April 2022

The NUG Representative to Australia Dr Tun Aung
Shwe met with Senator Dean Smith in Perth on
4 April 2022 and presented the NUG’s 12-step
political roadmap towards federal democratic
new Myanmar.

The NUG Representative to Australia Dr Tun Aung Shwe and representatives of CRPH/NUG Support Group
(Victoria) at the Parliament of Victoria on 10-March-2022, met with The Hon. Bruce Atkinson (Former
President of the Legislative Council), Mr Meng Heang Tak MP, and Dr Tien Kieu MP.

The NUG Foreign Affairs Minister H.E. Zin Mar Aung, Human Rights Minister H.E. Aung Myo Min and Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Management Minister Prof.
Win Myat Aye at the meeting with Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Parliament of Australia on 24 March 2022.

C o n t a c t u s : m o f a @ n u g m y a n m a r. o r g
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Mr. Linn Thant, the NUG representative to the Czech Republic, met Senator
Pavel Fisher, Chairman of the International Relations, Defence and Security
Committee of the Senate of the Czech Republic and briefed on the current
situation of Myanmar.

Mr. Linn Thant, the NUG representative to the Czech Republic, met H.E. Eliška
Žigová, the Director of the Asia Pacific Department of Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic and briefed on the current situation of Myanmar.

U YanNaing Htun met Presidential
Candidate Lee Jae Myung

U Yan Naing Htun with Chairperson of
Korean Members of Parliament
and Peace

The NUG Minister for Human Rights H.E. Aung Myo Min and NUG
Representative to the Czech Republic Mr. Linn Thant met H.E. Jan Lipavsky,
Foreign Minister of Czech Republic on 11 February, 2022.

U Yan Naing Htun met Mr. Park Youn-seon, member of parliament who supports
to recognize the National Unity Government

Japan Member of Parliament Mr. Matsubara Jin. gave a remark on opening
ceremony of Thingyan Festival in Tyokyo

Mayor of Froland and Committee members of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi Park met
U Maung Maung Myint, Representative of the National Unity Government to
Norway on 25 March, 2022

Representative of the National Unity Government to Japan Saw Ba Hla Thein
met with President of Japan-Myanmar Friendship Association Mr. Yoshiro
Fujinawa and its members.

C o n t a c t u s : m o f a @ n u g m y a n m a r. o r g
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The meeting between the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Representative Committee
(CRPH) and UK Parliamentarians held on 16 March 2022 organised by the
NUG Representatives to UK Mr. Maung Maung Aung and Dr. Thet Ko Ko

The NUG Union Minister for Human Rights H.E. Aung Myo Min and Deputy Union
Minister for Foreign Affairs H.E. Moe Zaw Oo met with Ms. Beth Van Schaack,
Ambassador-at-Large of the US for Global Criminal Justice on 6 April 2022.

The meeting between the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Representative Committee
(CRPH) and UK Parliamentarians held on 16 March 2022 organised by the
NUG Representatives to UK Mr. Maung Maung Aung and Dr. Thet Ko Ko

The NUG Representatives to UK Dr Thet Ko Ko and Mr. Maung Maung Aung were
with Baroness Cox, member of the House of Lords, at a public rally.

WE CONTINUE OUR COORDINATED ACTIVITIES WITH OTHER RESPECTED
MINISTRIES FOR RAISING SUFFICIENT AND SUSTAINABLE FUNDS WHICH IS
SIGNIFICANT IN KEEPING OUR EFFORTS VIABLE AND ALIVE.

- H.E. Zin Mar Aung,
Union Minister for Foreign Affairs, NUG

C o n t a c t u s : m o f a @ n u g m y a n m a r. o r g
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Summary of the NUG Statement on the Determination by the
United States Government of genocide and crimes against
humanity against the Rohingya (22 March 2022)
1. The National Unity Government (NUG) welcomes the determination by the United States
Government on Rohingyas Genocide.
2. The NUG acknowledges that discriminatory practices and rhetoric against the Rohingya also
laid the ground for these atrocities. The impunity enjoyed by the militarys leadership has since
enabled their direction of countrywide crimes at the helm of an illegal military junta
3. The NUG stands by its Policy Position on the Rohingya in Rakhine State issued in June 2021. The
Policy commits to the safe, voluntary, dignified, and sustainable return of Rohingya refugees
and internally displaced persons, and to comprehensive legislative and policy reform in support
of citizenship, equality in rights and opportunity, and justice and reparations.
4. The NUG encourages the United States to support the United Nations Security Council to refer
the situation in Myanmar to the International Criminal Court (ICC).

Summary of NUG MoFA Statement on the outcomes of the visit of
ASEAN Special Envoy to Myanmar (21 March 2022)
1. The National Unity Government (NUG) acknowledges the visit of the Special Envoy of the
ASEAN. The NUG reiterates its commitment to engage with and support the Special Envoys
mandate to facilitate the implementation of the ASEAN Five-Point Consensus (5PC). However,
it is deeply disappointed that the Special Envoy failed to meet with all parties concerned, as
required by the 5PC.
2. The NUG urges the Special Envoy to confirm at the earliest opportunity his upcoming schedule
and planned meetings with the NUG and other parties concerned.
3. The NUG welcomes this recognition by ASEAN that the militarys atrocities are decades old
and that past failures of accountability have perpetuated current crimes. Now is ASEANs
opportunity to correct historic missteps by genuinely supporting the will and interests of the
Myanmar people.

C o n t a c t u s : m o f a @ n u g m y a n m a r. o r g
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